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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a free product with amalgamation of finitely generated (f.g.) 
free groups. This will be denoted by 
G=(F,*&;H=&p), (1) 
where H and K are the respective subgroups of F, and F,, amalgamated 
via the isomorphism v. Here, and throughout this paper, we use F, and Fn 
to denote distinct free groups of finite rank n. As presentations for these 
groups we will use F, = (a, ,..., a,) and pn = (a; ,..., ii%). 
Lipschutz [I] has shown that whenever H and I? are infinite cyclic in (l), 
then G has solvable conjugacy problem. In this paper we will prove the 
following. 
THEOREM A. If H is an f.g. subgroup of F, , and qx F, + F,,L is an iso- 
morphism, then 
has solvable conjugacy problem. 
We assume that y and H are given constructively. Using Tietze trans- 
formations (see [2]), we can easily obtain Theorem A as a corollary to the 
following special result. 
THEOREM A’. If H is an f.g. subgroup of F, , then 
(F,*Fn;H=R) 
has solvable conjugacy problem. 
* This work was supported by AFOSR Grant No. 2439-73. 
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The amalgamation is here induced by the map F, -+ pm taking ai to & 
for each i. 
Miller [3] has shown that Theorem A’ does not hold for arbitrary 
amalgamations y’: H---f i7. He also showed that the result does not hold 
for arbitrary subgroups H. 
2. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We will use uppercase letters to denote elements of F, , and these will 
be assumed to be freely reduced words on the generators a, ,..., a,. The 
empty word will be denoted by 1. This symbol will also be used to denote 
the identity element in arbitrary groups. If U E F, , then u EF~ is the 
image of U under the natural isomorphism F, + pm. 
If U, V, WGF,, then we write UV = W to denote the fact that 
p(Ul’) km: W (identical as words), where p denotes the operation of freely 
reducing words. 
Suppose now that G = (F, *pn ; H = g). We will use lowercase letters 
to denote elements of G, and these will be assumed to be freely reduced 
words on the generators a, ,..., a, , %i ,..., & of G. Hence, if u E G with 
u + 1, then 
u E U,’ ..’ U,,‘, (2) 
where I;(’ = Ui or c!?~ for each i, and Ui’ and Ul,, do not belong to the 
same factor for any i < m. Each Ui’ will be called a syllable of u, and we 
will write Z,(U) = m to denote the fact that u has m syllables. 
Words u given by (2) will be called reduced if either m = 1 or m >, 2 
with no lJi’ E H = f7. Moreover u will be called cyclically reduced if it is 
reduced, and either m = 1 or m 3 2 with U,’ and U,’ belonging to distinct 
factors. 
For the remainder of this paper we will assume that H is a fixed non- 
trivial f.g. subgroup of F, . It follows from the results in [2, Sect. 3.21 that 
F, has solvable generalized word problem with respect to H. Similarly 
for i7 and pn . From this it follows that we can effectively reduce and cyclically 
reduce words in G. 
Suppose now that u and w are cyclically reduced in G with Z,(u) >, 2. 
From Solitar’s theorem [2, p. 2121, we know that u and w are conjugate 
in G if and only if Z,(u) = Z,(w) and u = XwVXpl in G for some X E H = f? 
and some cyclic (syllable) permutation w, of w. 
This leads us to the problem of deciding for arbitrary cyclically reduced 
words u and w, with l,(u) = l,(w) > 2, whether or not there exists some 
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X E H = il satisfying U-lXw = X in G. The following lemma reduces 
this to a decision problem in F, . 
.LEMMA 1, Let u = U,’ . . U,’ and w s WI’ ... W,’ be cyclically 
reduced with m 3 2. Moreover, let U, ... Ui =: 13i E F, and W, . . . Wi = 
mi E F, for each i < m. If X E H, then u-IXW = X in G if and only if 
o;‘X?& E H foreach i<m, 
and 
l17;l’xbvm = x. 
Proof, Since m > 2 and u and w are cyclically reduced, we need only 
consider the case with 17,~ and WI’ belonging to the same factor, because 
otherwise the equation 1 = u-~XWX-~ could not hold for XE H. By 
symmetry in the arguments below we may assume that U,‘, W,’ EF, . 
It follows that 
u 2 u,tr, *.. um-li7m ) 
and 
w = W,Ff~ .‘. wm-,ivm. 
Suppose now that u-lXw = X, i.e., that 
C7;1U-1 m-1 ... i7;'u,-1xw~iv~ ... wm-,vm = x. 
It follows that 
U&Y,-,W,-, = Y,wl E H, 
i7&1Fm-l w, = x E If. 
But clearly, U;‘X7 WI = Yi E H if and only if u;‘X W, = Fi E p. Therefore 
we may remove the “bars” in the above, and obtain 
U,-‘XW, = o;‘Xk& = Yl E H, 
~zJ;~Y,W, = U;‘lJ,-‘XW,W, = i17;1Xl& = Yz E H, 
This completes half the proof. 
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The converse follows from the above by tracing the steps in the reverse 
order. Q.E.D. 
By Lemma 1 we are led to consider the following two types of subsets of H. 
and 
S&U, W) = {XEH, UXWE H] 
TH( U, W) = {X E H; UXW = X}, 
where U, WEF, . 
With the conditions of Lemma 1 satisfied, we now get the following result. 
COROLLARY 2. There exists an X E H satisfying u-lXw = X if and 
only if 
m-1 
3. THE SETS S,(zi, W) AND TH(U, W) 
The results and terminology from [2, Sect. 3.21 will be used freely. Suppose 
therefore that we have a Nielsen reduced basis A, ,..., A, for H in F, . 
Relative to this basis, we define the function 
fi F, --f {I, A, , A;l,..., A, , A,l} 
f(W) = AiE if Ai< G BC, W = BT, and either Z(B) > Z(C) 
or Z(B) =: Z(C) with C nonisolated; 
=l otherwise. 
Here Z(W) denotes the ordinary length of words W in F, . 
It is clear that we can effectively compute f(W) for any WE F, , and 
therefore the same is also true for the function g: F, + F, , defined by 
g(W) = df PYWI~ 
All words expressed in terms of the basis A, ,..., A, will be assumed 
to be freely reduced in the Ai’s. Hence, if X = AZ; ... A? (i.e., X G 
AA;: ... AZ)), then we can define the A-length of X to be ‘r. This will 
be denoted by ZA(X) = r. 
From the results in [2] we know that ZA(X) < Z(X). Moreover, if X = 
A; ..’ A;: with r > 2, then X zf Tl ... T, , where Tj is the remaining 
481/43/r-3 
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segment of Azfl in X. From [2] we know that each Tj # 1, and also that 
f( Ti) = Ai; and f(T;‘) == A;“‘. To see the last claim, note that either 
I( Tl) > $Z(Ail), or 1(T,) = +Z(Ail) with the other half nonisolated. The 
same argument applies to T,. 
The following lemma requires no proof. 
LEMMA 3. If P, ,O, R, S E H, then X E S,( U, W) if and on2y if P-IXQ -l E 
S,(RUP, QWS). 
Words WE F, will be called H-reduced of type I if f( W) =: f( W-l) -:: 1. 
WE F, will be called a type II word if W - BE for some initial segment B 
of an Aif, and some terminal segment E of an Ak7 . If W = BE as a type II 
word and f(B) = f(E-l) = 1, then W will be called H-reduced of type II. 
W will just be called H-reduced if it is H-reduced of type I or II. 
LEMMA 4. For any WE F, we can eflectively determine elements L, , 
R, E H such that p(L;? WR-,‘) is H-reduced. Moreover, L, and Rw can be 
chosen such that Z(L,), Z(R,) < 2Z( W). 
Proof. Let W,,, = g( W,) for all k > 0, where W, = W. This defines 
a sequence W, , W, , W, ,... of elements of F,, . 
We claim that there exists a minimal K’ such that W,,,, = W,, , i.e., 
f(W,(,) = I. To this end, note that if 
4Wk) = Wk,,) = 4Wk,,) 
for some K ‘3 0 with f(W,), f(W,+,) + 1, then 
QfWdl < 4fPk,IK 
This follows from the definition of f and the assumption that the basis 
A, ,..., A, is Nielsen reduced. 
Let X = 1 if k’ = 0, otherwise let X = Af: ... AZ: , where Ai; = 
f(W,..,) for j == I,..., K’. Note that W,, = X-lW. If W,, is H-reduced, 
then we can let L, = X and R, = 1. Otherwise we repeat all the above 
with W replaced by W,;‘. Let Y correspond to X, and denote p(X-lWY) 
by We . 
If W, is H-reduced, then we can choose LW = X and R, == Y-l. If 
W, is not H-reduced, then we must have f ( W,) # 1. This follows since 
W;l _ y-1J.p1, and hence f ( W;;‘) = 1. Let L, = XAZ, where AI = 
f(W,). We nrw claim that p(L$WR$) is H-reduced of type II, where 
R,, =y. Y--l. But this is obvious since f (W,,) = 1, i.e., A: must involve 
part of the remainder E of Y in W, . By definition off, E must be a terminal 
segment of some Ai with f(E-l) = 1. 
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For the second part of the lemma, note first that Z[g( U)] < Z(U) for any 
U E F, . Hence if 
w,, r-i X,lW’ = x;lx;lxlw’ 
with X :z X,Xa and W = XIW’, then 
Z(X) = Z(W,) + 1(X,) < 21(X,) < 21(W). 
From this we immediately get I(&,) :< 21(W). If W’ is absorbed in l?;’ 
then X = L, and the result follows. Otherwise, let U = WR;?. Since 
Z(U) .< Z(W), the result now follows from the above since we must have 
Z[p(L$ U)] < Z(U). Q.E.D 
LEMMA 5. If W and p(XWY) are H-reduced for some X, YE H with 
Z/l(X) > 2, then Wand p(XWY) must both be H-reduced of type II. 
Proof. Let U = XWY. It suffices to show that W must be H-reduced 
of type II, because we can then consider U and p(X-lUY-l). 
Suppose now that X = 4;; ... 47 with r 3 2. By some remarks above, 
we must have X = Tr *.. T, with f (Tl) = 4;; and f (T;‘) = A;‘?. 
If W is not H-reduced of type II, then we must havef( W) = f (W-l) = 1. 
It follows that T, cannot be absorbed in W. Hence, T, = T,F and W G 
FmlW, , with TO # 1. Moreover, f (F-l) = 1. 
Case 1. Y= 1. 
Then U :-:I Tl ... TT--lT,-,Wl , and therefore f(U) # 1. It follows that 
U ::- B&,, as a type II word with f (B,) = f (E;‘) = 1. But then we must 
have Z(B,) < Z(T,) and therefore, I( WI) < I(&,). It now follows that W = 
F-IW, must be H-reduced of type II. 
Case 2. Y = A’, . 
If W, is absorbed in A;E, then W must be H-reduced of type II since 
f (W-l) = 1 implies that f (W;‘) = 1. If WI is not absorbed in A;I., then 
i2k7 -G BE and WI = W&l, where W, f 1 and f(B) = 1. Since f(B) == 1, 
it follows that E must be isolated. Now, U = Tl ... T,_,TOWzE and there- 
fore f(U) -# 1. Hence U = BoE,, as in Case 1. But then we must have 
Z(B,) < Z(T,) and Z(E) < Z(E,). ‘3’ L mce E is isolated, this would imply that 
-f(E;r) # 1, a contradiction. 
Case 3. Y == “L; ... A;I: with s > 2. 
Just as for X, we must have Y = RI ... R, with f(Rl) = AQ and 
f (R;l) = “;::,‘s. If WI is absorbed in R, , then the first part of Case 1 applies. 
If W, is not absorbed in R, , then U = T,VR, for some V # I. But then 
U cannot be H-reduced. Note that R, cannot be absorbed in W, . Q.E.D. 
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If X=A;:...Az and X’=Az ... A;:: for some 1 <j <j’ <r, 
then X’ will be called an A-subword of X. If j = 1 or j’ = Y, then X’ will 
also be called an A-segment of X. The empty word will be considered to be 
an A-segment of any X E H. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose that Wand p(XWY) are H-reducedfor some X, Y E H, 
where X = A;: ... At with Y > 2. Then, for each 1 < j < Y there exists 
an A-segment Yj of Y such that p(Af; . . . A$ WY,) is a type II word. 
Proof. From Lemma 5 we know that W = BE and p(XWY) = BoEo 
as H-reduced words of type II. 
We now claim that p(XB) :; Tl ... T,,, , where Tj is the remainder 
of A:; in p(XB) for 1 < j < Y, and TT+l is the remainder of B. Moreover, 
Tj # 1 for each I < j < r and f(TJ = A;: . This claim follows from 
some earlier remarks and the fact that since f(B) = 1, the remainder of 
Af: in X cannot be absorbed in B. 
Let Y = 1 or Y = Ah; ..* Af: with s 3 1. As in the above we must 
have p(EY) E R, ... R, , where s = 0 if Y = 1, otherwise s = ZA(Y). Note 
that R, must be isolated if s > 1. We now have p(T, ... T,.+,R, ‘.. R,) z 
%% . 
Consider first the case when Tl does not remain in BuEu . Then, for 
each 1 < j < Y there exists a minimal 0 < t(j) < s such that Ti *.. T,,, 
is absorbed in R, ... Rtcjj . But then p(A: ... AZWY,) must be a type II 
word, where Yj = 1 if t(j) = 0, otherwise Yj = AQ ... A$$ . 
Next consider the case when there exists a maximal m 3 1 such that 
Tl ... T,,, remains in BJ& . If s > 1, then R, cannot remain in BoEo . 
This because we must have Z(B,) < Z(T,) and therefore, Z(R,) < Z(E,). 
Since R, is isolated, this would imply that f (E;‘) # 1. It follows that for 
any s 2 0, we must have T,,,+l = TA,,C and R, = DR,’ such that BoEo = 
Tl ... T,i~T~+lR,‘. If m = Y + 1, then TV,+, , D = 1 and therefore s = 0. 
In either case, it follows that Z(B,J < Z(T,). Therefore, a Yj must exist 
satisfying the lemma for each 1 < j < m + 1. But by the first case, if 
m + 1 < r, then a Yi satisfying the lemma must also exist for each m + 1 < 
j < Y. Q.E.D. 
Note that Yj, must be an A-segment of Yj whenever j < j’. 
The following result is needed in order to study the sets Tu(U, W). 
LEMMA 7. Let RS = ST with both sides freely reduced. Moreover, suppose 
that p is an integer satisfying 
PW < 4s) < (P + 1) Z(R). 
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Then there exist words M and N such that R = MN, T = NM, and S = 
(MN)pM. 
Proof. We will use induction onp. If p = 0, then Z(S) < Z(R). Therefore, 
R = SR, for some R, , and this implies that R,S E T. Now let M = S, 
N =: RI, and note that S E (MN)OM = M. 
Suppose now that the conclusion holds for all 0 < p’ < p, and assume that 
PZ(R) < Z(S) < (P + 1) Z(R). (3) 
Since p 3 1, we must have Z(R) < Z(S). Therefore there exists some S, 
with S = RS, . But then we get RS = ST = R&T, or RS, = SIT. From 
(3) it follows that 
or 
PW < 4s) = 44 + 4% -c (P + 1) Z(R), 
(P - 1) z(R) < 4%) < pZ(R). 
By the inductive hypothesis, there exist words M and N such that R = MN, 
T = NM, and S, = (MN)p-lM. But then S = RS, = (MN)“M. Q.E.D. 
For the following lemma, we will need to consider pairs (A;, B) with 
B an initial segment of AT. If we allow B = 1 and B = A;, then there are 
exactly 
?1 = i P(4) + 11 
i=l 
of these pairs. Let h = &(T + 1). We then get the following result, which 
is of independent interest. The method of proof will be needed later. 
LEMMA 8. TH( U, W) # o if and only if there exists some X 6 TH( U, W) 
with 
Proof. If TH( U, W) # QC, then U = 1 if and only if W = 1. Hence 
we need only consider U, W # 1. 
Suppose now that XE TH( U, W), i.e., UXW = X. It follows that 
XWX-l = U-l. If no cancellations take place between X and X-l in the 
free reductions of XWX-l, then 21(X) < Z(U) + Z(W). Since ZA(X) < Z(X) 
and X > 1, we then get 
IA(X) < W(U) + wJN~ 
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If cancellations take place between X and X-l, when we reduce XWX-l, 
then we must have 
where W E X;‘Xs and U-r = X,X;‘. Since U # 1, we must have X1 # X4 . 
By symmetry, it suffices to consider the case with Z(X,) < I(X,), and there- 
fore Z(X,) < Z(Xs). It follows that X4 z XJ and Xs G TX, for some 
R, T # 1. Let K = X1 , S = X2, and L = X5. Then we get 
KRSL = X = KSTL, 
and therefore RS = ST. Let p be the integer which satisfies 
pi(R) < z(S) -c (P + 1) W). 
From Lemma 7 it follows that there exist words M and N such that R = MN, 
T G NM, and S E (MN)pM. 
We now have 
W c L-IM-IN-IL, 
U-1 E KN-l&f-IK-1, 
X = K(MN)p+lML. 
If we let Zj = K(MN)jML for each 0 < j < p + 1, then clearly Zj WZ;l = 
U-r. We will show that if p + 1 > 7, then Zj, E H for some jl < p + 1. 
Moreover, if p + 1 < 7, then 
z(X) = z(K) + (P + 1) WW + Wf) + z(L) 
< z(K) + $(MN) + z(M) + z(L). 
Also, since Z(M) < Z(MN), we get 
Z(K) + Z(M) + Z(L) < $[2Z(K) + 2z(MN) + 21(L)] 
= MU) + VW 
This, together with the fact that 
VW < Hz(u) + VW 
shows that 
IA(X) < Z(X) < t(q + 1)Mf.J) + vvl = WV + WN- 
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It remains to show that if p + 1 > q, then there exists some X’ E TH( U, IV) 
with IA < IA(X). For this it suffices to show that .Zif E H for some 
j’ <p+ 1. 
Suppose now thatp + I > 7. Let& = K(MN)k and Kk = (MN)p+l-LML 
foreachl <k<p+l.IfX=A;;...Az,then 
L, = Arl El 
. . . AEtW-1B 
ws--1 k 
and 
for some (not necessarily unique) 1 < t(k) < Y, where A:;:$ s B,C, . 
To each 1 < k < p + 1 we will associate the pair (AZ:;; , B,). Since there 
are only 7 distinct such pairs, and we have p + 1 > 7, it follows that 
(A;:;:; , B,) = (AS;;::; , Bk,) 
for some 1 < k < k’ < p + 1. But then we must have L,K,, = Zj, E H, 
where j’ = k + p + 1 - k’. The conclusion now follows since j’ < p + 1. 
Q.E.D. 
The following proposition is the main result of this section. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let U, , W, ,..., U, , W, , U, WE F, . We can then 
eflectively decide if 
is nonempty. 
Proof. Let 0 = fiyl, S,(Ui, W,) n TH( U, W). It suffices to show that 
we can effectively determine a bound /I such that 9 # o if and only if 
there exists some XE 19 with IA(X) < ,8. 
From Lemma 4 it follows that we can determine elements L,, , Rui , Lw. , 
R,, E H such that oi = L;: U,R$ and I@i = L;? WiR-,l, ark H-reducdd 
for’each 1 < i < m. If XE H, then we will let Xi = Rb,XLw2 for each 
1 < i < VZ. From Lemma 3 it follows that X E S,( Ui , Wlj if and only if 
xi E S,( Of ) uri). 
Let 
CL = max V( vi> + 24Wf)l, 
l=i,j(m 
and note that by Lemma 4 we must have 
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for any 1 < i, j < nz. It follows that if ZA(X) > p, then there exists an 
A-subword 2 # 1 of X which is also an A-subword of X, for each 1 < i < m. 
Moreover, such a 2 exists with IA(Z) >, IA(X) - ,u. If U = 1 and W # 1, 
or vice versa, then TH(U, W) = ,D. Therefore, we need only consider 
thecaseswithlJ=W=landU,W#l. 
Case 1. U=W=l. 
We will show that we can take 
where 77 is the same as in Lemma 8. Note that there are at most 72 type II 
words, hence there are at most q2” m-tuples of type II words. 
Suppose now that X is of minimal A-length with X E 19 and suppose 
moreover that ZA(X) > p. The A-subword 2 considered above then satisfies 
ZA(Z) > q2m. Since Z is an A-subword of each Xi, it follows that for each 
1 < i < m there exist A-segments Pi and Qi of Xi such that Xi = PiZQi . 
Suppose now that 2 = A? *.’ Ai:, where r > y2”. 
By assumption, we have 
for each 1 < i < m. Hence, for each such i there exists some Yi E H with 
PiZQ&Yi = 0;’ . 
Since r > 2, it follows from Lemma 5 that ai and I@; must be H-reduced 
of type II for each 1 < i < m. Let Zi = A$ ... A;: for each 1 < j 6 r. 
From Lemma 6 we can conclude that there exists an A-segment Yi,j of Yi , 
for each 1 < j < r and each 1 < i < m, such that 
as a type II word. Since there are at most n2m distinct m-tuples ( V,,j ,..., V,,j) 
of type II words, we must have 
(Vl,j ,..., VVJ = (Vl,f ,-*.> Vv?,if) 
for some 1 < j < j’ < r. Let X’ be obtained from X by deleting At; ... 
A;::I; from Z (and hence from X). It is then clear that x’ E n:, SH( Vi , WJ. 
Hence, since TH( U, W) = H, it follows that X’ E 6’. This completes Case 1 
since IA(X) < ZA(X). 
Case2. U,W#l. 
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We will show that we can take 
B = I” + ~7pPcL + 4 u> + 4 WI 9 
where h = $(T + 1) as in Lemma 8. Suppose X satisfies precisely the 
same conditions as in Case 1. It follows that the Z from Case 1 satisfies 
Za(Z) > WVCL + Z(U) + Z(W)]. 
Let P, Q E H be A-segments of X such that X = PZQ, and note that 
Z(P) + Z(Q) < TV. Moreover, X E TH( U, W) if and only if 2 E TH( U,, , IV,), 
where U,, = P-l7JP and W, = Q WQ-‘. Since Z( Us) + Z(Wo) < 2p + 
Z(U) + Z(W), it follows that 
Z.4V) > h2V(U”) + 4WlJl. 
By assumption we have 2 E TH( U,, , IVO), hence it follows from the proof 
of Lemma 8 that 
Z = K(MN)p+‘ML 
for some K, M, N, L E F, . Moreover, since U,, , W, # 1, we must have 
Z(MN) > 0. W e a so 1 showed in the proof of Lemma 8 that if p + 1 < a 
(a any constant), then 
ZA(Z) G +?(a + IMU”) + vfo)l. 
Therefore, if p + 1 < q2m+1, then 
ZA(Z) G $2”[z(uo) +4uI,N 
since +(~~“+r + 1) < $(, + 1) 72m = hq2”. Hence, it follows that p + 1 > 
7 2?nfl. 
As in the proof of Lemma 8, we will write Z as Z = L,K, for each 
1 < k < p + 1, and obtain associated pairs (Aif$, , Bk). We assume that 
.&&;:-.A; as in Case 1. Following Case 1, we also get m-tuples 
(~1.m >.*., Vm,t(k)) of type II words for each 1 < k < p + 1. Since there 
are at most ~~m+r distinct (m + I)-tuples 
it follows that for some 1 < k < k’ < p + 1 the corresponding (m + l)- 
tuples must be identical. As in the proof of Lemma 8, it follows that L,K,, = 
Zj, E H, where j’ = k +p + 1 -k’ <p + 1. Also, by Case 1, it follows 
that X’ E 8, where X’ = PZ,,Q. This completes the proof since IA(X’) < 
ZAW Q.E.D. 
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4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM A’ 
We will make use of Solitar’s theorem [2, p. 2121, hence we will need 
to decide for arbitrary U E F, whether or not U is conjugate to some element 
of H. To this end, let 0 denote the process of cyclically reducing words 
in F, . We can then prove 
LEMMA 10. If X = A;; .‘. AS is cyclically reduced in the Ai’s, then 
ZA(X) G wv 
Proof. It suffices to consider the case with ZA(X) > 2. Suppose therefore 
that X = A;: ... AS with r > 2. By some earlier remarks we know that 
X= Tl... T,, where each T, # 1, and Tl and T, are both isolated. 
Suppose now that X = X;‘X,X, , where X0 = U(X). Since AZ # A<“, 
it follows that Z(X,) < I( T,), Z( T,). Hence, 
4$X)) = Z(T,) - 4x1) + V, .. . T,-1) + Z(T,) - @G) 
>1+r-2+1=r. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem A’. Let u,zuEG=(F,*F~;H=R). From the 
results in Section 2 it follows that we may assume u and w to be cyclically 
reduced in G. If Z,(U), Zs(w) > 2, then by Solitar’s theorem, Lemma 1, 
Corollary 2, Proposition 9, and the fact that there are only Zs(w) cyclic 
(syllable) permutations of w, it follows that we can decide if u and w are 
conjugate in G. 
It remains to consider the cases with Z,(U) = Z,(w) = 1. 
Case 1. u = UEF, and w = WEF,. (The case with u, WEF, is 
similar.) 
We will show that U and W are conjugate in G if and only if they are 
conjugate in F, . To this end, suppose that U and W are conjugate in G 
but not in F, . By Solitar’s theorem, we must then have W conjugate in F, 
to some XE H. We will now show that there must exist some v E G with 
Z,(V) = 1, such that U = vXv+. For this, suppose that we have some 
2, E G with Is(u) >, 2 satisfying U = VXV-‘. But then, if u = Vi’ ... Fm-iVm 
with Vi’ = Vi or Fi as in Section 2, then 
It follows that V,XV;’ = Ye H and therefore 
~m-lvmxv,-l~,-ll = ( vmel V,) X( vm-lvm)-l 
in G. We now have U = vOXv;‘, where q, = Vi’ ... (rm-lvm) satisfies 
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Z,(Q) < Z,(V). By symmetry, this also covers the case where the last syllable 
of v belongs to F,, . Since we assumed that U and W are not conjugate in 
F, , it now follows that there exists some v E pn such that U = VXv-l. --- 
But then we must have U E H, and therefore U = u = VXV-l. Hence, 
U = VXV-l in F, , contradicting the assumption that U and W are not 
conjugate in F, . 
It follows that we can decide if U and W are conjugate in G. 
Case 2. u = U EF, and w = WEF, . (The case with u EP, and 
w E F, is similar.) 
By Solitar’s theorem, if U and W are conjugate in G, then U must be 
conjugate in F, to some X E H, and W must be conjugate in r;i, to some 
P E R. Moreover, X and y must be conjugate in G. By Lemma 10, we can 
decide if there exist any X, YE H such that U and W are conjugate in F, 
to X and Y, respectively. Since P = Y in G, we can use Case 1 to decide 
if X and P are conjugate in G. 
This completes Case 2 and also the proof of Theorem A’. Q.E.D. 
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